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Nothing very interesting

- Overview of the module
  - aims
  - topics

- How (not) to pass this module
  - assignments and exam

- Recommendations
  - editors
Overview: aims

You already know how to write small programs. This module is all about writing larger programs, and how languages such as Java help you do this.

Why is it more difficult to write a large program?
- more details to take care of
- more details to keep track of

Dividing the details among several methods inside several classes helps keep the complexity manageable.
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- The ability to design a collection of classes to implement a large program
- An appreciation of good programming style (clarity, elegance)
- To learn advanced Java concepts…
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- Review of Java and OO
  - OO and Information Hiding:
    - interfaces and abstract classes,
    - inner and anonymous classes,
    - packages
  - Abstract Data types
  - Error-Handling:
    - exceptions,
    - throwing and catching exceptions,
    - subclassing Exception

stuff you should already know
using classes to manage complexity
a more abstract view of what classes are
writing robust programs
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Down to the Nitty-gritty

- Continuous Assessment: 50%
  - two practical assignments each worth 25%
- Exam: 50%
  - answer 4 out of 5 questions

You need to get 40% overall to pass.
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How to Pass this Module: Exam

There will be revision lectures devoted to the exam. Attend these.

Past papers are available (website, Harold Cohen Library). Attempt these.
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2. Assignment 2: Network Programming: 25%

Extensions may be given, but these are only for things beyond your control.
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3. Attend the lectures and Labs (from Week 3)
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Making the Most of the Assignments

You take four modules this semester; each sets two or three assessed units (assignments or class tests); these take place in the eight weeks from Week 3 to Week 11.

Overlap between assignments is unavoidable. It is not possible to do these assignments ‘in sequence’; they are to be done ‘in parallel’.
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- **Punctuality**  Lectures start on the hour
- **No distractions**  Mobile phones off and laptops shut
- **Consideration**  Keep noise levels down
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- **Punctuality**  Lectures start on the hour
- **No distractions** Mobile phones off and laptops shut
- **Consideration** Keep noise levels down
  - but *do* ask questions
Is it all Doom and Gloom?

Well, it’s up to you.

Next:

- Review of OO (classes, members, inheritance)